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Kimberly Black is an Associate in the firm's Corporate department, where she is a member of the Business Reorganization 
and Creditors' Rights Practice. Prior to joining the Firm, Ms. Black was a Litigation and Restructuring Associate at an 
international law firm in New York.

Admissions

• U.S. District Court, Southern District of New York

• New York

Education

• Cornell Law School (J.D., cum laude, 2017)

o Notes Editor, Journal of Law and Public Policy

• Emory University (B.A., 2013)

Blog Posts: Bankruptcy Update
Bankruptcy Update Blog provides current news and analysis of key bankruptcy cases and developments in US and cross-
border matters. Patterson Belknap’s Business Reorganization and Creditors’ Rights attorneys represent creditors’ committees,
trade creditors, indenture trustees, and bankruptcy trustees and examiners in US and international insolvency cases. Our team
includes highly skilled and experienced attorneys who represent clients in some of the most complex cases in courts 
throughout the US and elsewhere.

May 24, 2023
The Unique Case of Bittrex
On May 8, cryptocurrency platform Bittrex filed for chapter 11 in Delaware. Bittrex’s first day filings emphasize that, unlike 
many other crypto filings over the past year, this case is not a “free fall” bankruptcy. In fact, a plan...

April 28, 2023
Despite Discretionary Standard, Courts Still Must Show Their Work
Although in the Ninth Circuit the decision to revisit an order under FRCP 60 is “highly discretionary,” judges still must explicitly 
grapple with the relevant factors. That was the clear message sent by Judge Haywood Gilliam Jr. of the...



March 13, 2023
Silicon Valley Bank’s Collapse Triggers Broader Fears in the Financial Sector
Last Friday, state regulators closed the Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), a federally insured institution with 17 branches throughout 
California and Massachusetts. It’s the first bank insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) to close since 
2020. In December,...

January 30, 2023
A Primer on Avoidance Actions in the Context of Crypto Bankruptcies
In 2022, there were several high-profile crypto bankruptcy filings. A big question in these cases is whether there will be any 
money to satisfy unsecured creditor claims. If there are funds to distribute, then the creditors’ claims will become...

November 22, 2022
Crypto Company FTX Files Massive Bankruptcy in Delaware
Another domino has fallen. Earlier this year, we wrote about the challenges facing the crypto industry that resulted in the 
bankruptcy filings of Three Arrows Capital, Celsius Network, and Voyager Digital. We noted that other crypto entities could 
also...

September 28, 2022
What to Do If Your Tenant Is Bankrupt
On September 15, President Biden announced a tentative deal with unions representing tens of thousands of railroad workers 
that helped narrowly avoid a strike that threatened to devastate the country’s delicate supply chains that have been strained 
since the...

July 28, 2022
It’s Getting Chilly: The “Cryptowinter” Marches On
It’s been a hard year for cryptocurrency. The values of most cryptocurrencies, including major coins such as Bitcoin and 
Ethereum, have continued to tumble. In fact, the price of one stablecoin, which is a form of cryptocurrency tied to...

May 23, 2022
Crypto Exchange Platforms Grapple with Consequence of Filing Bankruptcy
In the world of cryptocurrency, exchange platforms act as intermediaries allowing investors to buy and sell assets while 
making money through commissions and transaction fees. Any assets purchased may be held in either non-custodial or 
custodial wallets. If a...

March 28, 2022
Releases: How Did We Get Here and What is Next?
As a result of Purdue Pharma’s proposed plan of reorganization, and the ongoing opioid epidemic that continues to grip the 
nation, the debate over non-consensual third-party releases has gone mainstream despite being a popular tool for debtors for 
decades....
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